BIOMES OF “A LONG WALK TO WATER”
This set of exercises can be teacher led, or done by students on their own. Follow
the instructions below for either teacher-led exercises, or for independent student
exercises .
INSTRUCTIONS FOR TEACHER LED EXERCISES:
This lesson is designed to be an interactive, web-based lesson.
For Exercise 1:
1. Give students the attached “Biome Map Worksheet”.
2. Have the students go to the “Boundless Biomes” website from Arizona State University at
https://askabiologist.asu.edu/explore/biomes to complete the worksheet. (NOTE: the worksheet is
also available on the right hand side of the page on that website under “Biome Bits” in the
yellow boxes.)
a. NOTE: There is a Share to Google Classroom button at the bottom of the yellow boxes
on the right hand side of the screen where you can share the website with the students so
they do not have to enter it into their computer.
3. Once students have completed the map, move on to Exercise 2.
For Exercise 2:
1. Go to the following website https://www.waterforsouthsudan.org/for-educators/
a. Scroll down to “Extension Activities”
b. Click on “A Google Earth Map of Where Salva Walked”
c. Project the map on to your SmartBoard or screen so that the class can see the map.
d. Have students complete the attached worksheet about “Biomes Salva Travelled Through
During his Journey”.
e. This map is interactive, you can zoom in on the path that he walked from Sudan to
Kenya, and then zoom out to see where he took flights to in order to get the New York.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INDEPENDENT STUDENT EXERCISES:
1. Copy the worksheets for the Independent Student Exercises.
2. All instructions that students will need to follow is included on the worksheets.

Worksheets for Teacher-led Exercises

Biomes
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EXERCISE 1

EXERCISE 2: Biomes Salva Travelled Through During his Journey
PART 1: Compare the map you just colored with the map that your teacher is sharing with you of Salva’s
journey. Answer the questions below.
1. What Biome does Salva start his journey from?
2. Describe this biome. (Temperature, plants, animals, etc.)

3. When Salva lands in New York, what biome is he in now?
4. Describe this biome. (Temperature, plants, animals, etc.)

5. Given what you have learned about these two biomes, why is Salva so shocked when he gets off
the plane in New York? (HINT: look back at Chapter 15, what season had Salva never heard
of?)

PART 2: Data Analysis
Use the graphs below to answer the questions after the graphs.

Graph from http://hikersbay.com/climate/southsudan?lang=en, Aug 3, 2020

Graph from https://greatruns.com/location/rochester-ny/, Aug 3, 2020

1. Fill in the chart below with data from the graphs.
Location
Average High or
Average Low or
Daytime
Night-time
Temperature in
Temperature in
January (0F)
January (0F)
South Sudan

Average Low or
Night-time
Temperature in
July (0F)

Average High or
Daytime
Temperature in
July (0F)

Rochester, NY

a. What is the difference in average “High or Daytime” temperature in January between South
Sudan and Rochester, NY?

b. What is the difference in average “Low or Night-time” temperature in January between
South Sudan and Rochester, NY?

c. What is the difference in average “High or Daytime” temperature in July between South
Sudan and Rochester, NY?

d. What is the difference in average “Low or Night-time” temperature in July between South
Sudan and Rochester, NY?

e. What biome is South Sudan located in? __________________________________________
f. What biome is Rochester, New York located in? ___________________________________
g. What conclusions can you make regarding the temperature differences of these 2 biomes?
Be specific. Include overall temperature variation, seasons or no seasons, etc.

2. Looking at the climate graphs. Which location appears to have a “rainy season”? Explain why
you chose your answer based on the graph data.

Independent Student Exercises

Biomes
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Biomes and “A Long Walk to Water”
This in an interactive, web-based lesson, you will need your computer out for this one.
EXERCISE 1: BIOMES OF THE WORLD, MAPPING BIOMES
Go to the “Boundless Biomes” website from Arizona State University at
https://askabiologist.asu.edu/explore/biomes to complete the following 2 worksheets. On these worksheets you
will be making a map of the biomes of the world and comparing their characteristics.

Answer the following questions first upon getting to the website:
1. Define a biome:

2. What are the 7 major land biomes?
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)
7.)
3. What are the two major aquatic biomes?
1.)
2.)

EXERCISE 2: Biomes Salva Travelled Through During his Journey
Instructions:
Go to the following website https://www.waterforsouthsudan.org/for-educators/
a. Scroll down to “Extension Activities”
b. Click on “A Google Earth Map of Where Salva Walked”
c. This map is interactive, you can zoom in on the path that he walked from Sudan to
Kenya, and then zoom out to see where he took flights to in order to get the New
York.
PART 1: Compare the map you just colored with the map of Salva’s journey. Answer the questions
below.
1. What Biome does Salva start his journey from?
2. Describe this biome. (Temperature, plants, animals, etc.)

3. When Salva lands in New York, what biome is he in now?
4. Describe this biome. (Temperature, plants, animals, etc.)

5. Given what you have learned about these two biomes, why is Salva so shocked when he gets off
the plane in New York? (HINT: look back at Chapter 15, what season had Salva never heard
of?)

PART 2: Data Analysis
Use the graphs below to answer the questions after the graphs.

Graph from http://hikersbay.com/climate/southsudan?lang=en, Aug 3, 2020

Graph from https://greatruns.com/location/rochester-ny/, Aug 3, 2020

1. Fill in the chart below with data from the graphs.
Location
Average High or
Average Low or
Daytime
Night-time
Temperature in
Temperature in
January (0F)
January (0F)
South Sudan

Average Low or
Night-time
Temperature in
July (0F)

Average High or
Daytime
Temperature in
July (0F)

Rochester, NY

a. What is the difference in average “High or Daytime” temperature in January between South
Sudan and Rochester, NY?

b. What is the difference in average “Low or Night-time” temperature in January between
South Sudan and Rochester, NY?

c. What is the difference in average “High or Daytime” temperature in July between South
Sudan and Rochester, NY?

d. What is the difference in average “Low or Night-time” temperature in July between South
Sudan and Rochester, NY?

e. What biome is South Sudan located in? __________________________________________
f. What biome is Rochester, New York located in? ___________________________________
g. What conclusions can you make regarding the temperature differences of these 2 biomes?
Be specific. Include overall temperature variation, seasons or no seasons, etc.

2. Looking at the climate graphs. Which location appears to have a “rainy season”? Explain why
you chose your answer based on the graph data.
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